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Discovery Abuse: What is it? What Causes It?

While the majority of the legal profession believes that discovery abuse exists, most are equally convinced that it is their opponent who is engaging in it. Discovery abuse seems to be, to some extent, "in the eye of the beholder." [1] One commentator notes that despite changes to discovery rules over the last thirty years designed to curb abuse, the types of discovery abuse complained of have changed little over time. [2] The purpose of this section is to present an overview of attorney behavior that is considered to be abusive discovery practice, and suggest reasons why those practices exist.

Discovery abuse tends to fall into two broad categories. First, practitioners complain of excessive discovery. This technique of overly broad discovery is used as a tactical weapon to impose excessive costs on the opposing party in the hope that he or she will eventually settle rather than incur further costs. In a 1980 study of attorney's views on discovery abuse, Professor Wayne Brazil reported that 77% of those interviewed admitted that they had used discovery for just such a purpose. [3] Attorneys use this type of abuse to engage in fishing expeditions unlikely to reveal facts supporting anything but a marginal or sham claim. [4] Numerous and lengthy depositions and voluminous sets of written interrogatories are employed to exhaust the opponent; the hallmark of this type of discovery abuse is "not the legitimate pursuit of evidence, but an intentionally burdensome, costly, and frustrating experience which eventually exhausts the opponent and leads to his retirement from the field of battle." [5]

A second category of abuse has been defined as resistance to legitimate discovery in the hope of either avoiding disclosure or to simply buy time. Techniques in this second category include: refusing to provide or hiding information, raising frivolous claims of privilege, destroying documents, disingenuously construing discovery requests narrowly, assisting in perjury, coaching witnesses to avoid disclosing information, and providing deliberately evasive answers to discovery requests. [6] The root of this type of abuse is found in the philosophy that good lawyering entails getting as much information as possible while revealing as little as possible. [7]

The causes of abuse are multifaceted. Several general factors, however, can be identified. First, financial incentives play a role, as an hourly billing scheme encourages more discovery. "When fees are paid on the basis of time charges, discovery practice marries the lawyers' professional instinct to leave no stone unturned to the financial advantage of doing so." [8] Second, fear of malpractice claims may also encourage lawyers to be unnecessarily thorough, and force them to confirm through discovery what they already knew through less formal means. Third, the time required to craft narrowly tailored discovery requests may lead attorneys to the indiscriminate use of discovery as a substitute for advance preparation and research. In addition, the broad scope of discovery outlined in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1), encompassing "all matters, not privileged, which are relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action," lacks boundaries sufficient to prevent endless discovery. Finally, some practitioners believe that some portion of discovery abuse is conducted by newcomers to the
profession who may simply not know any better, suggesting that inadequate legal education in law school, coupled with insufficient training and supervision early in a lawyer's career, may contribute to the problem.

The judiciary also plays a role in facilitating discovery abuse through its failure to enforce the rules and impose sanctions. "Study after study has confirmed that judges are reluctant to impose meaningful sanctions on errant lawyers and, even when they are so disposed, the sanction is often untimely and amounts to little more than a slap on the wrist." [9] Professor Brazil reports that, depending on the kind of case, 50 to 90% of all lawyers interviewed reported dissatisfaction with the courts regarding the assistance received in resolving discovery problems and favored greater court involvement, while 70 to 90% favored more frequent use of sanctions. [10]

Why the judiciary is reluctant to impose sanctions is complex. The reasons for the courts' reluctance include: (1) application of unclean hands--since it's likely that both sides have engaged in abuse the judge feels that neither side should be punished; (2) lack of awareness of the extent of abuse; (3) fear that sanctions will increase acrimony between the parties; (4) concern that attorneys will penalize clients for sanctions; (5) insufficient knowledge of the parties and the issues for the judge to feel confident in issuing sanctions; (6) empathy with, or indoctrination in the adversarial system; and (7) the absence of clear guidelines for issuing sanctions. [11] This reluctance allows attorneys to engage in abusive discovery in the name of zealous advocacy with little fear of reprimand. Inherent in this behavior is the message that lawyers are unlikely to change their behavior unless they are forced to do so.

Perhaps the common denominator for most forms of discovery abuse is the adversarial process itself.

As long as we essentially ignore the fact that discovery has been engrafted onto a thoroughly adversarial process, no solution to its problems will materially succeed. A system that promotes adversarial resolution of disputes through the efforts of client-dedicated legal representatives cannot be expected to easily accommodate to a process that mandates disclosure of vital case-related information through the simple expediency of one party making a request of the other. [12]

The Supreme Court has recognized that a lawyer's job is not necessarily to secure the truth, and that "[w]ithin the limits of professional propriety, causing delay and sowing confusion not only are his right but may be his duty." [13] The devotion to client that is inherent in our adversarial system makes it unlikely that the true goal of discovery--to make a trial "less a game of blindman's bluff and more a fair contest with the basic issues and facts disclosed to the fullest practical extent" [14]--will be achieved. [15]

### Discovery Abuse: Is it Real?

Most discussion regarding discovery reform proceeds from the premise that discovery abuse exists and that curbing it to reduce the cost of litigation is a legitimate goal. That discovery abuse exists as an integral cause of both delay and cost increase in litigation is supported by numerous studies that ask lawyers and judges what they perceive as problems in civil litigation. [16] Some commentators, however, argue that perceptions are not enough, and they disagree with the assertion that litigation and its attendant discovery
abuse have increased. They claim that there is little empirical evidence to support what has been labeled the "pervasive myth of pervasive discovery abuse," and they criticize efforts at reform as being based solely on speculation, perceptions, and "myth."

Little empirical research has been done to objectify and quantify discovery abuse. . . . Claims of discovery abuse have rested largely on nonevidence and may well be generally exaggerated. Frequently the assertions of the extent of discovery abuse do not rest on evidence, but only cite to another writer making a similar claim or simply make a conclusory statement that drives its strength from the fact that it has been repeated so frequently. Indeed, taking on lives of their own, many of the claims that discovery abuse is the major cause of delay and expense in the federal system are these kinds of conclusory assertions.

19] The purpose of this section is to review arguments suggesting that the belief in the prevalence of discovery abuse is based not on empirical evidence, but upon "perceptions" of abuse that have been exaggerated and perpetuated by politicians, the legal profession, interested parties such as insurance companies, and the media.

It has been suggested that the perception of discovery abuse is but one part of an exaggerated myth of American litigiousness and is based on inadequate and soft social science instead of empirical evidence. Professor Mullenix asserts that interested parties, such as politicians, lawyers, judges, and insurance companies, have used the media to perpetuate the idea that American discovery abuse exists and that it must be eliminated.

The media's constant repetition of the theme of American litigiousness has made discovery a prime target for reformers. . . . We believe American society has run amok because our fellow citizens have a shameless propensity to file frivolous lawsuit--again, not because this is true, but because our newspapers and television shows inundate our collective consciousness with examples of outrageous and ridiculous litigation. We believe American civil litigation is out of hand because notoriously greedy lawyers engage in serious discovery abuse--not because they do, but because litigiousness has become linked in our minds with discovery abuse.

In support of her argument, she cites a survey conducted in 1988 by Louis Harris and Associates as both indicative of the problem and the source of much of the information used to substantiate assertions of abuse. As is outlined below, the Harris survey was incorporated without question into the 1988 report of the Brookings-Biden taskforce on civil justice reform, which in turn served as the basis for much of the discovery reform efforts undertaken by the civil justice advisory groups that were formed pursuant to the Civil Justice Reform Act. In this manner, Mullenix argues, the myth of discovery abuse was perpetuated.

and did not focus on actual problems, actual magnitudes, or actual causes. Mullenix criticizes the Harris study for assuming the question it was trying to answer, for being little more than a tally of attitudes and opinions rather than any statistical demonstration of abuse, for asking questions regarding changes in cost and delay without providing baseline figures for comparison, and for constructing a pool of respondents that may have been slanted in favor of corporate clients with a bias about discovery abuse. In addition, the survey focused on "transactions costs" as the most important feature of discovery, phrasing the vast majority of questions in that context. In this manner, the survey encouraged discovery reform that was based on the "promotion of economic
The financial incentives of these industries to reform the discovery process in ways that are beneficial to their interests certainly raises the question of bias. Perhaps more importantly, however, it raises the possibility that the reform efforts were misguided simply because a monochromatic picture of the problem was presented. Aside from financial incentives, it is possible that the kind of cases litigated by business entities and their insurance companies are more likely to entail more discovery and therefore more abuse. Studies documenting discovery procedures support this assertion: discovery problems or abuses are "substantially more prevalent in large, complex cases as opposed to smaller simpler, more routine cases." [37] In other words, discovery abuse, however defined, may in fact exist in the large and complex litigation that insurance companies are involved in, but may not be as prevalent outside that realm. For example, reform measures that include mandatory disclosure requirements may in fact increase the discovery burden on litigants who engage in little or no discovery. Surprisingly, in a 1978 study of federal courts, it was reported that 52% of the terminated cases involved no discovery requests at all, and fewer than 5% of the 3,114 cases involved more than ten discovery requests. Similar data was reported in a 1993 study of discovery in state
Discovery reform that is based on problems in corporate legal departments may therefore fix problems that do not exist elsewhere.

Other commentators share Mullenix's criticism that "crisis rhetoric" is too frequently based on anecdotal evidence unsupported by hard evidence. Indeed, reviewing the data has lead some commentators to conclude that "discovery normally works well, and that liberal discovery is on balance a functioning system used effectively in more than half the lawsuits filed." For example, a study of Iowa state trial courts indicated that only 25% of all cases had any formal discovery and few of those involved extensive discovery. The study revealed that most judges and attorneys felt the discovery process was working quite well, and that abuse existed in a small minority of the cases. While acknowledging that opinions and perceptions of abuse may accurately reflect some incidence of abuse, and may reflect recurring patterns of the kind of abuse, many commentators agree that further study is necessary to support additional reform.

There are two studies which Mullenix and others cite as methodologically sound and which suggest that discovery abuse, though perhaps real, may not be the crisis it is portrayed as. The first was conducted in 1978 by the Federal Judicial Center (FJC) and used a case-based methodology to examine discovery activity in 3,000 terminated cases in six United States district courts. The second was conducted between 1990 and 1993 by the National Center for State Courts (NCSC) and examined data from 2,190 cases. It used a case-based docket assessment of discovery activity designed to collect data on the incidence and volume of civil discovery in five state trial courts requiring litigants to file discovery requests. The NCSC study broadly reaffirms the finding of the FJC study that discovery abuse is not as prevalent as is otherwise assumed.

**Federal Judicial Center Study**

The purpose of the FJC study was to provide data about federal discovery practice. It did not attempt to assess the quality of the discovery, but rather sought to quantify discovery activity. Nonetheless, some of its findings are instructive because they suggest that, to the extent abuse exists, it must be found in the quality of the discovery and not in the quantity. No discovery requests at all were filed in 52% of the cases, and fewer than 5% of the cases had more than ten discovery requests. Depositions and interrogatories accounted for 78.5% of all discovery requests filed. The next most frequently used discovery technique was document requests. While most motions for sanctions were granted, these motions were rarely filed.

**National Center for State Courts Study**

The NCSC study focused on discovery activity in state trial courts in Boston, New Haven, Kansas City, Seattle, and Shelton (Wash.). Though some differences exist between the cities, the collective data provide important information on the frequency and kind of discovery.

**Incidence and Volume of Discovery Across Courts**

No discovery was initiated in 42% of 2,190 cases sampled, as compared with 52% in the
1978 FJC study. Discovery was significantly higher in some courts than others. The total number of requests per case ranged from 1 to 88 with a mean of 6.4 and a median of 4. This suggests that most of the cases are clustered together in the lower range of discovery volume while the high discovery volume, case is the rare exception. Differences between the cities in incidence and volume of discovery activity are related to the greater use of informal discovery in those cities with lower discovery activity, and to the use of case management techniques required by local rules. [47]

**Incidence and Volume of the Most Common Types of Discovery**

In the cases where discovery was filed: interrogatories, the most common form of discovery, were used in 88% (mean volume of 2.7), requests for production were used in 69% (mean volume of 3.5), depositions in 59% (mean volume of 2.3), and requests for admission in 12% (mean volume of 1.6). The nature of discovery changes when the volume of requests rises. In cases employing more than ten discovery requests, depositions become the most prevalent from of discovery.

**Cases Which Are More Likely to Have Discovery**

The study supports anecdotal assertions that the type of case and number of parties retaining separate counsel affect discovery. Discovery was more frequent and higher in volume in tort cases, particularly malpractice and product liability, where there are commonly a greater number of defendants pursuing independent and conflicting interests. In contrast, a much lower proportion of contract and property cases involved discovery. The authors suggest that discovery volume can be effectively monitored, and perhaps reduced, by identifying those cases with two or three separately represented parties and applying early-case-management procedures. [48]

**Impact of Discovery on the Court**

Cases with higher discovery volume generate more motions, thus increasing the burden on the court system. Across the five courts, half of the cases employing formal discovery filed at least one discovery-related motion. In cases with three or fewer discovery requests, 38% included a discovery motion (mean number of motions is 1.4); in cases with four to ten requests for discovery, 62% of them involved motions (the average number of motions is 2.3); when the number of discovery requests reached eleven to twenty, 75% involved discovery motions (the average number of motions is 3.9); and when cases had more than twenty discovery requests there was an 83% likelihood that a discovery-related motion would be filed (mean number equal to 6.5). The median time to disposition of cases with discovery was 653 days, while for cases not utilizing formal discovery it was 266 days.

The authors suggest two methods of mitigating the impact on the courts. One approach is to require attorneys to certify that they have made a good-faith effort to resolve discovery disputes before bringing them to the court. The data collected in the study, however, found little difference between courts with a certification rule and those without, suggesting that such a rule alone does not reduce motions to compel discovery. [50]
Conclusion

Critics of the "myth" of discovery abuse may be right. Most of the information about the discovery process and its problems is based on opinions and perceptions of those in the legal profession. Nonetheless, even if statistically or empirically problematic, these sentiments suggest that something is wrong with the process. These pervasive sentiments alone may be enough to proceed with reform measures, but they do not provide the kind of information that is necessary to formulate effective solutions. Perhaps the lesson to be learned from these studies and their criticism is not whether discovery abuse is real, but that efforts at reform will only be effective if sufficient data is assembled to both identify the problem and evaluate the use of suggested reforms in other jurisdictions. As Professor Mullenix urges, a "[s]ound, persuasive empirical study ought to undergird every rule reform effort; in particular, there must be convincing evidence that a problem exists before any rulemaking group begins the process of rule revision." [51] The success of any reform effort will depend on an empirically sound evaluation of what the problems are and the application of carefully formulated reforms tailored to address a specific problem.

The California Civil Discovery Act of 1986

The Civil Discovery Act of 1986 (hereinafter the Act) was the first major revision of discovery procedures in California since the discovery rules were first codified in 1957. [52] The Act was the end product of a multiple-year study conducted by a joint commission created by the State Bar and the Judicial Council of California. [53] This commission had three goals for the Act: (1) to identify discovery abuses, and eliminate or at least reduce them; (2) to codify the large accumulation of common law that in the thirty years since the codification in 1957; and (3) to improve the organization and wording of the law. [54]

The commission included discovery reform among its goals in response to the perceived consensus in the legal community that widespread discovery abuse greatly increased both the financial and human cost of litigation, potentially preventing those with legitimate legal concerns from pursuing their case due to expense, and because the response of the judiciary to discovery abuse was "often timid, inconsistent, and unpredictable." [55] Though the commission conducted no studies to verify these perceptions, the chair of the commission said that the panel "found no reason to doubt the reports of widespread abuse[]." [56]

The Act aimed to accomplish its goal of eliminating discovery abuse by encouraging more cooperation between the sides in a lawsuit, and by enforcing that cooperation with tougher sanctions. [57] Though the Act contained numerous provisions, it attempted to accomplish the first of these goals primarily through: (1) a statutory definition of what constitutes abuse of the discovery process that also includes a meet and confer requirement; (2) limitations on interrogatories; (3) revisions to the rules governing document inspection; (4) limitations on depositions; and (4) increased sanctions to encourage compliance.

Statutory Definition of Discovery Abuse
California Code of Civil Procedure sections 2023(a)(1)-(9) now provide a nonexclusive list of what constitutes discovery abuse:

Persisting, over objection and without substantial justification, in an attempt to obtain information or materials that are outside the scope of permissible discovery.

Using a discovery method in a manner that does not comply with specified procedures.

Employing a discovery method in a manner or to an extent that causes unwarranted annoyance, embarrassment, or oppression, or undue burden and expense.

Failing to respond or to submit to an authorized method of discovery.

Making, without substantial justification, an unmeritorious objection to discovery.

Making an evasive response to discovery.

Disobeying a court order to provide discovery.

Making or opposing, unsuccessfully and without substantial justification, a motion to compel or to limit discovery.

Failing to confer in person, by telephone, or by letter with an opposing party or attorney in a reasonable and good faith attempt to resolve informally any dispute concerning discovery, if the section governing a particular method of discovery requires the filing of a declaration stating facts showing that such an attempt has been made. Notwithstanding the outcome of the particular discovery motion, the court shall impose a monetary sanction [emphasis added] ordering that any party or attorney who fails to confer as required pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, incurred by anyone as a result of that conduct. [58]

Under these definitions, it is now essentially mandatory that attorneys make a good faith effort to resolve discovery-related disputes informally. [59] This requirement of meet and confer runs throughout the Act and, as is discussed below, failure to do so will result in monetary sanctions. [60] It is important to note that sanctions can be imposed for a failure to meet and confer, even if the party has not actually engaged in discovery abuse. It was thought that the enforcement of a meet and confer requirement would conserve judicial resources by limiting the court's involvement to the resolution of major disputes rather than refereeing minor differences between counsel. [61]

**Limitations on Interrogatories**

Under the old discovery rules, the number of interrogatories was not limited. The Act as originally proposed limited the propounding party to thirty-five interrogatories without provision for exceptions. In response to objections from attorneys, however, the Act as passed provided a considerable loophole. [62] More than thirty-five interrogatories is permitted: (1) when the parties agree to more; (2) when the court orders it; or (3) when the attorney writing the interrogatories certifies that he has read all of the questions and finds that they are all necessary and reasonable. [63] Many commentators have argued that this loophole means that there is effectively no limit, and that attorneys have simply developed boilerplate forms declaring the need for more interrogatories.
Document Inspection

In order to combat evasiveness in document production, to reduce stalling techniques designed to exhaust the opponent and buy time, and to eliminate the production of documents that had been intentionally disorganized to confuse the opposition and render the documents nearly impossible to use, the Act provided new rules for document inspection. A party may now demand that the opposing party produce the documents, or the party requesting inspection must be allowed to inspect and copy the documents that are in the other party's possession. [64] Any documents produced must either be "produced as they are kept in the usual course of business, or must be organized and labeled to correspond with the categories in the demand." [65]

Limitations on Depositions

Before the 1986 Act, it was not uncommon for the non-noticing party to conduct lengthy cross-examination of the deponent at great expense to the noticing party. Under the Act, the court upon motion for good cause shown, can order that the cost be "borne or shared by another party." [66] In addition, the Act limits the parties to one deposition per deponent. [67] Once a party has been deposed, neither side may take another deposition. If a party wishes to depose a witness more than once it must get either permission from the court or a stipulation permitting the subsequent deposition. [68] Some have expressed concern that attorneys may use the one-deposition limit to tactical advantage by deposing their own key people early in the litigation when the opposing side is unprepared to take an intelligent deposition. [69]

Sanctions

Though the use of sanctions for discovery abuse was permitted under the old rules, the emphasis placed on them in the Act is new. It was thought that this emphasis would reduce discovery abuse, and many commentators expressed the belief that the entire success of the Act depended on the willingness of the courts to enforce and impose the sanctions. [70] Many people argued that the success of the proposed reform would depend on uniform judicial enforcement of the sanctions provisions, and that without such enforcement attorneys would be unlikely to change their abusive behavior. [71] Others expressed concern that litigation costs and court congestion would be increased through increased motions for sanctions. [72]

Three major changes were enacted. First, the burden of proof has shifted to the non-moving party. Prior to the Act, the party seeking sanctions had the burden of establishing the abuse. Under the Act, sanctions will be imposed upon a non-moving party unless it can show good cause (substantial justification or other circumstances of unfairness) to avoid them. [73] This requirement that a party justify its discovery process was designed to make attorneys more thoughtful in their use of discovery. Second, most monetary sanctions are now mandatory. The court retains considerable discretion, however, to impose these sanctions because it is the court who determines whether the attorney's actions were substantially justified. Finally, section 2023(b)(1) permits anyone who has been injured through discovery abuse to seek recourse through sanctions. The person need not be a party to the lawsuit.
A trial court has essentially six types of sanctions available. The most common sanctions include:

**Discretionary monetary** sanctions when the party has engaged in discovery abuse or unsuccessfully asserted that another has engaged in discovery abuse. These sanctions are imposed when the court determines that a party has engaged in discovery abuse not specifically mentioned in the statute. The amount of the sanction is equal to the reasonable expenses, including attorney’s fees, that were incurred by anyone as a result of the abusive conduct.

**Mandatory monetary** sanctions when a statutory section governing a particular method of discovery authorizes a monetary sanction. The court may refrain from imposing the sanction only if it finds that the party subject to the sanction acted with "substantial justification or that other circumstances make the imposition of the sanction unjust." Among other abuses, monetary sanctions are mandatory for failure to confer in a good faith effort at informal resolution.

Less frequently, the court may impose:

- An **issue** sanction that orders that designated facts be taken as established in the action in accordance with the claim of the party who has been adversely affected by the abuse.
- An **evidence** sanction that prohibits a party engaging in discovery abuse from introducing certain matters into evidence.
- A **terminating** sanction that strikes all or part of pleadings, stays the proceedings until the order for discovery is obeyed, or dismisses the entire action.
- A **contempt** sanction that treats the discovery abuse as a contempt of court.

**Empirical Study on Sanctions**

The imposition of pre-trial sanctions under the Act was a portion of an empirical study performed in the Central District of the Los Angeles County Superior Court. The study examined, among other issues, motions for monetary sanctions brought under the Act in an attempt to determine the kind and frequency of motions for sanctions and the frequency with which these motions were granted. Though a comprehensive presentation of the information contained in that study is beyond the scope of this paper, several findings merit highlighting here.

Of the "studiable" sample of 516 motions for sanctions brought during the two-month study period, 473, or 91.7% were brought under the Act. The author of the study calculates that this is the equivalent of 4,470 motions for sanctions per year. The author noted three significant clusters of motions:

**Depositions**

15.9% to 16.6% of the motions were related to abuse of the deposition process. Sanctions were granted in 67% of these motions. The most frequent complaint was failure of a witness to attend a deposition (58.5%), but motions were also made for unreasonably making or opposing a motion for a protective order (7.3% of motions with a
success rate of 16.7%) and motions for sanction involving a deponent's failure to answer a question or produce a document (9.7% of motions with a success rate of 87.5%). [80] The author noted that parties sought sanctions more times for disagreements over whether the deposition would actually take place than over the conduct of the deposition, [81] and that most motions had been filed only after repeated attempts to gain compliance were unsuccessful. [82]

Interrogatories

Sanctions based on abuses of the procedures for interrogatories represented the largest cluster of complaints. Approximately 35% of the motions for sanctions involved interrogatories, and the motions were successful 69% of the time. The most common abuse was failure to serve responses (61.5% of motions with a success rate of 67%). [83] Similar to depositions sanctions, most problems occurred with initial responses--once some answers were provided, motions to compel further answers were much fewer. [84] Most of the moving parties indicated that the respondents made "excuses, apologies, and promises" until the moving party indicated it was filing a motion for sanctions. [85]

Inspection of Documents, Places, and Things

Motions for sanctions involving a request for documents made up 27.9% of the total, and sanctions were granted 67% of the time. Nearly half of the motions were to compel an initial response, [86] and the majority of the motions involved multiple delays by the opposing party prior to a rapidly approaching trial date. In those situations, the opposing party would not comply at all or produce only limited documents. [87]

Noting that the Act was intended to authorize and encourage the courts to stop discovery abuse through sanctions, the author cited statistical information from the study to support the assertion that judges are still not using sanctions to the fullest extent possible in order to deter discovery abuse. In 23% of the cases, the substantive motion was granted but no sanction was given, and in 25% of the cases sanctions were awarded but the amount requested was reduced by the judge. In 48% of the cases, then, a discovery abuse occurred yet the court failed to impose the requested sanction. [88] The author suggests that part of the problem may be in the Act's failure to define "reasonable expenses" and suggests the imposition of a local rule requiring that the attorney "specify in their declarations the exact number of hours expended because of the alleged abuse and a detailed description of the work performed." [89] The judge would then examine the declaration to determine if the hours spent were reasonable. A second rule would establish the hourly rate to be awarded, [90] and the amount of the sanction would be determined by applying this hourly rate to the number of hours the judge determined were reasonable. [91]

Mandatory Disclosure

Among the numerous proposals for discovery reform, a system of mandatory discovery is perhaps the most controversial. Some variation of it, however, is being implemented in a limited number of federal and state courts across the country. The purpose of this section is to review the arguments in favor of a system of mandatory disclosure as well as those that are critical of its methods or skeptical of its benefits. To the extent the information is available, the effectiveness of mandatory disclosure in reducing the cost of litigation in
Arguments for Mandatory Disclosure

Proponents of mandatory discovery suggest that such a system would reduce both costs and delay to litigants by providing parties with relevant information at minimal cost early in the adversarial process. Parties would be spared not only the cost of requesting core information, but because discovery disputes will decline, the total cost of litigating them will be reduced. Access to the information early in the pre-trial phase of the suit will allow attorneys to effectively narrow the scope of the litigation, reducing its length and cost, and may promote early settlement. If combined with a standard for imposing disclosure that is narrower than the present relevance standard, the actual volume of discovery may also be reduced and, if the burden of persuasion is shifted from the party opposing discovery to the party seeking it, further savings can be achieved. Combined with judicial intervention, mandatory disclosure will produce more effective case management while reducing the volume of litigation and the overall burden on courts. Finally, by removing the present ambiguities surrounding lawyers' obligations to respond to discovery, it will raise the level of professionalism. Lawyers will not be required to disclose any more information than they would have without mandatory disclosure; they will, however, be required to relinquish some of it without the intervening discovery game. [92]

Criticism of Mandatory Disclosure

Criticism of mandatory discovery can be summarized into four broad categories. One, some fear that mandatory disclosure will actually increase the cost of litigation in many cases. Two, critics contend that the volume of litigation may actually increase through satellite litigation over compliance. Three, the adversarial system will suffer from cooperation that detracts from zealous representation. Finally, mandatory disclosure conflicts with the attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine.

Those who predict that litigation costs will increase under a system of mandatory disclosure rely on the statistics showing that no discovery at all occurs in roughly half the cases filed in both state and federal court. [93] Mandatory disclosure in these cases would actually increase the cost of litigation, as these litigants are currently incurring no discovery costs. This increased cost may also reduce access to the civil justice system if it prevents litigants from bringing suits that are already almost too costly to pursue. Furthermore, there will be less money for settlement if costs are raised at the front end of the litigation. [94] Even in complex cases, where discovery is already occurring, critics argue that total discovery will increase because mandatory discovery will not replace the current discovery process, but rather "simply add[] a new layer of disclosure." [95] Finally, as is discussed below, satellite litigation over compliance with mandatory disclosure rules will increase the costs and delays of civil litigation and are likely to occur "without any counterbalancing reduction in those cost and delays that already burden the current discovery process." [96]

While motions to compel may be reduced in a system of mandatory disclosure, this savings could be eclipsed by an increase in satellite litigation over noncompliance and by disputes regarding what information is sufficiently related to the claims or defenses raised
in the pleadings so as to trigger the obligation to disclose. An obstinate litigator will have "fresh new sources of dilatory tactics through motions for clarification, objections and hearings to interpret every nuance of the new rules." [97] As one commentator explains, "[o]ne can scarcely imagine the extraordinary number of hearings that will be necessary to administer [Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(a)]." [98] Any standard for disclosure that is broad enough to cover all varieties of litigation will of necessity be somewhat vague and ambiguous. This universal standard may lead to motions to dismiss, for protective orders, and for sanctions. Additionally, litigants may need to file motions for a definite statement. Preventing this additional litigation would require the effective use of sanctions, attorney certification of the accuracy and relevancy of what is being disclosed, and judicial management and monitoring of the disclosure process through case management. The threat of sanctions and a certification requirement, however, have not proven particularly effective in increasing compliance and cooperation with the discovery process. [99]

The adversarial process itself seems to be at the root of most criticisms of mandatory disclosure. [100] Mandatory disclosure combines the adversary model of litigation with an initial period of cooperative exchange of relevant information. This combination is inherently incompatible, and may encourage lawyers to refrain from investigating facts and theories that will automatically be disclosed to the other side. Others argue that in deciding what documents to reveal, a litigant must first analyze their opponent's case, and in doing so is assisting them in making their case. Opponents of mandatory disclosure argue that this obligation to reveal damaging information to the opposition will undermine the attorney-client relationship because it may discourage clients from confiding fully in their attorney. [101] Furthermore, it compromises the principles behind the work product doctrine to require a party to divulge information they have uncovered through diligent investigation and research. [102] It would seem that the worst fears behind the work product doctrine--that of the lazy lawyer relying upon the efforts of the opposing party to make his or her case--would be realized under a system of mandatory disclosure. As several commentators point out, however, there is no indication that mandatory disclosure, at least under the Federal Rules, will have this effect. First of all, the Rules explicitly state that they were not intended to modify existing privileges or immunities. Second, federal courts have given little indication that they intend to reduce the coverage of the traditional privileges. Finally, the attorney-client privilege, work product doctrine, and confidentiality rules have always been subject to the exception for disclosure that is otherwise required by law. [103] It appears unlikely that carefully drafted rules for mandatory disclosure cannot preserve the benefits of the attorney-client privilege and work product doctrine.

Mandatory Disclosure Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

In response to the widely held view that discovery was in need of reform, the Civil Rules Advisory Committee began considering a system of mandatory disclosure in 1990. The new rule was to "materially reduce the cost of discovery before trial" by shifting away from a system which relied on discovery devices to obtain information to a system in which less costly and informal methods are used to exchange information. The adoption of Rule 26 proved quite contentious. It was strongly opposed by numerous interest groups within the legal profession, including the ABA, the products liability bar, the Justice Department, public interest lawyers, and civil rights lawyers. [104] The Supreme Court approved the rule, over the strong dissent of Justice Scalia, [105] and the rule went to Congress for
approval. For a variety of procedural reasons, legislation which would have deleted the provision for mandatory disclosure never came to a vote in the Senate, and the rules automatically took effect on December 1, 1993.

As adopted, Rule 26 now provides for three stages of disclosure: initial, expert, and pretrial. Initial disclosure is based on information then reasonably available to the parties. \[106\] Its requirements must be complied with within ten days after the parties first meet and confer. \[107\] It requires that a party shall provide to the other parties, without awaiting a discovery request:

The name, address, and phone number of each individual likely to have discoverable information relevant to disputed facts alleged with particularity in the pleadings. \[108\]

Information regarding documents and other tangible things that are relevant to the disputed facts. \[109\]

A calculation of damages. \[110\]

Insurance information. \[111\]

An important component of the initial disclosure requirements is that it provides for an opting-out mechanism. Parties must comply with the disclosure requirements "except to the extent otherwise stipulated or directed by order or local rule." \[112\] This opt-out provision is the subject of considerable criticism by those who believe the lack of uniform enforcement has created significant difficulties. \[113\]

The Rule's provision for the disclosure of expert testimony requires that the information be exchanged in a sequence directed by the court, or at least ninety days before the trial date. \[114\] It requires disclosure of:

The identity of any expert witness to be used at trial. \[115\]

A report prepared and signed by the expert stating the opinions to which the expert will testify and the basis and reasons for those opinions. \[116\]

Background information on the expert's qualifications, publications, and other cases in which the expert has testified. \[117\]

Pretrial disclosure must be complied with at least thirty days before trial. \[118\] It requires disclosure of:

The name, address, and phone number of each witness the party expects to present and those whom the party will call if the need arises.

A designation of those witnesses whose testimony is expected to be introduced through a deposition.

The identity of documents to be introduced.

**Arizona's Zlaket Rules**

Prior to the adoption of the federal rules, Arizona implemented a set of discovery reforms
commonly referred to as the Zlaket Rules. These reforms were drafted by a committee appointed by the Arizona Supreme Court, in consultation with the State Bar, and the rules were instituted in Maricopa County as a pilot study before being adopted by the Arizona Supreme Court.

Aimed at addressing the "pervasive problems with the litigation system," [119] the drafters of the Zlaket Rules sought to "reduce discovery abuse, minimize the cost and time involved in getting a case through the system, and persuade attorneys to treat each other with professional courtesy." [120]

The Zlaket Rules provide for a system of mandatory disclosure in which the parties must exchange disclosure statements that disclose specific items of information within forty days of the filing of the answer. This information includes:

The factual basis of the claim.

The legal theories upon which the claim of defense is based.

The identification of witnesses and the subject matter to which they are expected to testify.

The names and addresses of all persons whom the party believes may have knowledge relevant to the action and the nature of that knowledge.

The names and addresses of all persons who have given statements, whether written or recorded, signed or unsigned, together with the custodian of those statements.

The names and addresses of experts the party expects to call, limited to one per side per issue, and the substance of their testimony.

The computation of damages and support therefor.

A list of exhibits intended to be used at trial.

The documents "known by the party to exist" which the "party believes may be relevant" or which appear "reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence" whether or not in the party's possession.

In addition, the duty of disclosure is continuing, and requires that the original disclosure statement be supplemented within thirty days of obtaining any new or different information. [121]

It is thought that most information will be exchanged in the disclosure statements, and therefore the following limits are placed on other methods of discovery.

Depositions are limited to four hours in length and to only parties, experts, and records custodians. [122]

Interrogatories are limited to forty. [123]

Requests for admission are limited to twenty-five [124]

Requests for production of documents is limited to ten [125]
The rules also allow parties to stipulate to some changes in the discovery rules and deadlines. \[126\]

Finally, pretrial conferences are now mandatory upon request of either counsel or the court. \[127\] There are seventeen different subjects that can be discussed in these conferences, including discovery, alternative dispute resolution, and setting dates for trials and settlement conferences. \[128\]

A significant change incorporated into the Zlaket Rules is the provision for sanctions to ensure compliance and increase professionalism. Perhaps the most striking is the requirement that the judge shall exclude evidence that is not disclosed in a timely manner, absent a showing of good cause. While the phrase "good cause" is inherently ambiguous, the Maricopa Guidelines attempt to clarify the standard by defining good cause as "reasons why the disclosure was not fully and timely made. In determining whether good cause has been shown, the court will weigh the willfulness of the non-disclosure and the prejudice to the opposing party." \[129\] Furthermore, sanctions may be imposed for disclosure that the attorney knew or should have known was misleading. \[130\] The Rules equate failure to disclose with a failure to obey a court order, and provide for a variety of sanctions: monetary sanctions, the refusal to allow the party to support or oppose designated claims or defenses, prohibiting a party from introducing matters into evidence, striking pleadings or portions thereof, rendering a default judgment, or treating the conduct as contempt of court. \[131\] Judges in the pilot study indicated that they intended to use their broad sanctioning power, even though they were criticized for not imposing sanctions under the old rules, and attorneys felt that the threat of sanctions alone was effective in encouraging cooperation in the discovery process. \[132\]

Results of the Pilot Study

Statistical results from the pilot study show some encouraging trends. Over the course of the eighteen months of the pilot study, 8,228 cases were assigned to the experiment. While there was insufficient funding to provide a more scientific analysis of the data, interviews with judges and attorneys, combined with some statistics from the Court Administrator's Office, provide the following information. \[133\]

Zlaket Rule cases were terminated almost two months earlier than non-Zlaket Rule cases.

In non-complex cases, parties following the Zlaket Rules took fewer depositions, made fewer requests for answers to interrogatories and admissions, and made fewer requests for production of documents. This trend, however, is not present in complex cases.

Zlaket cases completed discovery in a shorter period of time. Once the disclosure statement was received, discovery took place relatively quickly, completed well within the required nine-month time limit, and requests for trial dates were therefore much earlier. This time savings did not hold true for complex cases.

Parties filed discovery motions three times more frequently in non-Zlaket Rule cases than in Zlaket Rule cases, and judges rarely imposed sanctions in the Zlaket Rule cases.

In general, most attorneys felt that when the Rules were followed they spent less time on discovery, engaged in fewer discovery disputes, and completed discovery at significantly
less expense. In complex cases, however, little reduction in time and expense was found.

Criticism from the Defense Bar

While these statistics are encouraging, some remain unconvinced of the effectiveness and desirability of the mandatory disclosure system. Significantly, little advantage was found in complex cases. If, as some suggest, complex cases are causing all the problems in the first place, little will be gained from implementing reforms that are ineffective in complex cases. The defense bar in particular remains skeptical: "No significant benefits have been achieved through mandatory disclosure, and a myriad of other problems (including ethical considerations) have developed." [134] Critics of the rules point to conflicts with the attorney-client privilege and work product doctrine, the increase in front-end costs for defendants, the unfair information advantage afforded plaintiffs, and an anticipated increase in satellite litigation, to support their criticism. In addition, both supporters and critics of the reforms point to the disadvantages of detailed disclosure in matters of family law.

Concerns over the effect of the Zlaket Rules' requirement for mandatory disclosure on the attorney-client privilege and the work product doctrine echo those raised by critics of the federal rules. In essence, defense lawyers argue that the Rules create an ethical dilemma between zealous representation and the requirement to turn over adverse information to the opponent, and makes it less likely that clients will fully confide in their attorneys, thus compromising the attorney-client relationship. In fact, nearly 90% of defense lawyers responding to a survey [135] (137 out of 153) said that they felt the rules have a chilling effect on a client's willingness to level with their attorney. [136] It is argued that "diligent and ethical (under the new rules) counsel will be helping out those who are less diligent and less ethical. Not surprisingly, defense counsel will, in many instances, hesitate in the nature and extent of an investigation conducted." [137]

138 Critics argue that "countless hours" are spent preparing disclosure statements that ultimately reveal little more than would have been disclosed under the old rules. [139] When asked if the mandatory disclosure rules increase the cost of litigation, 63% of the 174 defense lawyers responding to the survey said yes, 5% said they decreased the cost, 15% said they had no effect, and 30% were undecided. [140] Proponents of mandatory disclosure argue that while costs may be increased up front, the savings overall through less prolonged litigation will compensate for these front-end expenses. This compensatory effect will have little impact, however, on cases where little or no discovery takes place. Given that some statistics indicate that roughly 42% of the cases submitted in state court engage in no discovery, there may well be an increase in costs for some defendants.

Critics also argue that the Zlaket Rules give an unfair information advantage to the plaintiff. While the plaintiff may spend years investigating its case before filing suit, the defense must disclose its entire case within forty days of receiving the complaint. [141] Proponents, however, respond that such an argument is spurious, because many defendants, such as insurance companies, are aware that litigation is a possibility prior to the filing of a complaint and spend considerable time investigating the cases well in advance of litigation. [142] Furthermore, the defendant need only "do the best it can in the time it has" and may subsequently supplement its answers as more information becomes available. [143]
Critics also contend that mandatory disclosure has not fostered cooperation and professionalism, but instead has "replaced the occasional motion to compel discovery with a routine motion for sanctions, either because of untimely or incomplete disclosure of information." [144] The Zlaket Rules themselves provide ample opportunity for litigation by employing ambiguous terms without clarification. For example, parties are required to disclose citations of legal authorities that are "necessary for a reasonable understanding of the claim or defense" without guidance as to what constitutes a "reasonable understanding." [145] Similarly, in cases with "voluminous documentary information" attorneys are allowed to list categories rather than names of documents. It seems likely that attorneys will disagree over exactly how much constitutes "voluminous." [146] While citing hypothetical scenarios of compulsory exclusion of evidence for minor infractions, critics raise the specter of motions for sanctions being used as a tactical weapon to gain an advantage. They argue that there is no room for an evaluation of whether the information was inadvertently omitted or whether the opposing party was actually prejudiced by the omission--sanctions are mandatory absent good cause. [147] The standard of good cause outlined by Maricopa County, however, should provide room for the discretion necessary to consider these factors.

Both sides of the bar express concern over the effect that mandatory disclosure will have on domestic relations practice. Domestic relations lawyers object to the level of detail that is required to be included in the disclosure statement. Release of these intimate details may "heighten[] tensions rather than resolve the cases" and any system of mandatory disclosure must make allowance for these concerns. [148]

Alaska Rule 26

In an effort to ensure the "just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding," [149] a special committee of the Alaska Bar Association was appointed to propose rule changes that would reduce discovery abuse and make the civil judicial system more efficient and less costly. [150] The committee focused its initial efforts on reviewing the Zlaket Rules adopted by Arizona. As a result, the committee initially proposed significant rule changes which would have implemented sweeping disclosure requirements. When these proposals were reviewed by the full Civil Rules Committee, the sweeping reforms were rejected in favor of changes modeled more closely on Federal Rule 26, and these changes contained only limited disclosure requirements. The reforms were adopted by the Alaska Supreme Court in June, 1994. [151]

One commentator has suggested that, similar to Federal Rule 26, Alaska Rule 26 does not go far enough in altering the discovery process. [152] Rather than eliminating the evils of the current discovery process, the author contends that Alaska Rule 26 attempts to refine a system that is inherently flawed. [153] He suggests instead a system of differentiated case management combined with disclosure, and cites four primary problems with the new rule. [154]

The disclosure requirement is limited to information "relevant to disputed facts alleged with particularity in the pleadings." This narrow requirement will mean that parties will inevitably need to engage in discovery to obtain necessary information. A broader requirement, similar to Arizona's, would eliminate the need for further discovery after disclosure.
Because disclosure is tied to that which is alleged with particularity in the pleadings, a party who is unable to make specific factual allegations because the relevant information lies in the hands of its opponent, will not be able to craft a pleading sufficiently precise to trigger meaningful disclosure. Again, this party will have to engage in discovery to obtain the necessary information.

The Rule requires only that a party describe documents by category and location, it need not furnish them. It is also limited to those documents relevant to disputed facts alleged with particularity in the pleadings. This allows parties to hide damaging documents by either burying them under broad categories or by avoiding disclosure altogether if there are insufficient facts in the pleadings to mandate disclosure.

The Rule does not require disclosure of the substance of a witness' testimony. Although the names of witnesses must be disclosed, and the opposing party can depose them, both the length and cost of depositions is reduced if counsel knows the substance of the testimony prior to the deposition.

Conclusion

Any reform of discovery procedures will require time before it is fully implemented and complied with, and perhaps even more time is required before results are known. This seems especially true for a system of mandatory disclosure, where the cooperative nature of the process may require lawyers to "unlearn" much of what they have learned throughout their professional career. Carefully drafted rules that target identified problems, however, may reduce the cost of litigation for some litigants, and ultimately reduce the burden on the courts as well.
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